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ABSTRACT

Computat5; T;, have been made of the relaxation of residual

stresser .i a thick walled tube under conditions corre-

spondir. ^ commercial stress relief heat treatment

of the A 2iear reactor pressure vessel steel A533B.

The diî  .•*?" bution of residual stresses which were intro-

duced .V i peaked around a given radius in the tube.

The r< \xation of the equivalent stresses followed

almost oxactly a uniaxial behaviour. The relaxation

rate o-t the hydrostatic stress was of about the same

order ir slower than that of the equivalent stress.

The tit;! dependence of the hydrostatic stress was mainly

controlled by the initial magnitude of hydrostatic

stress whereas the degree of the constraint and thereby

the boundary conditions at the tube walls had only

a smell influence. The relaxation rate decreased with

increasing initial magnitude of the hydrostatic stress.

The computed relaxation behaviour under multiaxial

stresses could be rationalized in terms of a developed

model. This model was also successfully applied to

Gott's measurements on stress relaxation during stress

relief heat treatment of a welded joint between 130 mm

thick plates of A533B where the stress state was highly

triaxial.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The risk for brittle failure around welded joints in

pressure vessels of ferritic steels is considerably

reduced if the residual stresses are lowered (for a

review, see 1). To ensure a sufficient stress relaxa-

tion during stress relief heat treatment comparison is

usually made to uniaxial stress relaxation data (1).

This is likely to be adequate for vessels of thinner

gauges (£ 20 mm). However, for larger wall thicknesses

a triaxial stress state can be present which will

modify the relaxation rate. The reason is that a hydro-

static stress state (principal stresses of equal magni-

tude) does not give rise to creep, and if a large hydo-

static stress component is present the relaxation can

be expected to be considerably reduced (2,3). This

is of course a particularly serious concern for

nuclear reactor pressure vessels with gauges of the

order of 150 mm.

The aim of the present investigation is to compute and

analyse stress relaxation under multiaxial conditions

in a component of the simplest possible geometry - a

thick walled tube. This investigation parallels other

work on the same problem in Sweden. At Studsvik residual

stresses in welded joints of reactor pressure vessel

dimensions have been measured before and after stress

relief heat treatment (4,5). Butt-welds in cylindrically

shaped tubes will be analysed theoretically applying

two dimensional finite element calculations at Chalmers

University of Technology (6). The approach in the present

investigation is to use a simple geometry to generate

general information on the influence of stress state,

boundary conditions etc which will be complemetary

to that obtained from the other more detailed (and

time consuming) methods.



2. COMPUTER EXPERIMENTS

2.1 Geometry and material

To study the influence of multiaxiality on stress re-

laxation computer experiments have been performed for a

thick-walled tube - which is the simplest possible

geometry with compatibility problems. Details of the

calculational method are given in Appendix A.

The material considered is the nuclear reactor pressure

vessel steel A533B. Its base composition is 0.25C,

1.4 Mn, 0.25Si, 0.5Ni, and 0.5Mo. The steel is assumed

to be quenched and tempered with the following conventional

heat treatment 900°C, 5h WQ and 675°C, 5h WQ.

2.2 Initial stress state

It has been demonstrated (4,5) that the largest residual

stresses usually occur within a fairly restricted region

in a weldment. To simulate this in the computations a

residual stress peak has been introduced around a certain

radius. To study the role of the multiaxiality, the

stress state at the peak position has been varied. This

has been achieved by artificially straining the tube at

the radius r=3. The inner and outer radius of the tube

are 1 respectively 9 (arbitrary units) see fig. 1.

Three different strain states have been introduced.

The first type has the same form as a local plastic

deformation i.e. there is no accompanying volume

change. The strain states used are £_--£ =0.003, ee=0

and £0=~£ =0.003, er = 0. The notation is explained in

Appendix A. The second type is a thermal strain due to

a local increase in the temperature of 250K. With a

coefficient for thermal expansion of 12*10 m/m C this

gives a strain of e = EQ»C =0.003.



To analyse the role of the boundary conditions two types

have been considered. In the first case the tube walls

have been assumed to be free to expand or contract.

This will be referred to as free boundaries. In the second

case the boundaries are fully constrained i.e. the tube

walls cannot move in the radial direction. This case

will be referred to as clamped boundaries. In both

situations no straining is assumed to occur along the

tube (e =0). It is realistic to assume that no straining

takes place in one direction, since in practice little

straining can be found parallel to a welded joint.

Stress relaxation occurs by a gradual transformation of

elastic strain to plastic creep strain. This means

that any volume change which the elastic strain has

given rise to will successively disappear. Contrary

it might be expected that if no volume change is allowed

to occur the relaxation rate will be reduced. This is

the situation with fully constrained boundaries. Another

way of studying the role played by the volume change

is to artificially modify Poisson's ratio v. In fact

if v is close to 0.5 no volume change will take place

during the relaxation. The following two values for v

namely v=0.33 and v=0.499 have been compared for the case

of clamped boundaries. vz0.5 is not possible to use

for numerical reasons. A value of

Young's modulus has been applied.
for numerical reasons. A value of 2.10 MPa for the

The resulting equivalent stresses at the peak position

were initially typically about 700 MPa. This is un-

realistically high since the yield stress at room

temperature is about 450 MPa for the considered material

A533B (see below). However, after a stress relaxation

of only 1,5s at 620°C the equivalent stress had been



reduced below the room temperature yield stress. In

fact the stress state after 1.5s has been taken as the

initial condition and quoted values in Table 1 for

the initial stress components o (o),aQ(o), o (o)

have been taken at this time.

2.3 Stress relaxation

The stress relaxation is studied at 620 C which is the

conventional temperature for the stress relie-f heat

treatment of A533B. The relaxation is assumed to occur

by creep. It was shown in a previous paper (7) that

both stress relaxation and creep deformation in the

temperature interval 600 to 640°C could be described

with the help of a Norton relationship

0
é=Kone"FT (1)

where i is the strain rate,T the stress, Q the activation

energy, K and n constants, and R and T have their usual

meaning. Three of the four studied batches including

weld metal obeyed eq. (1) with the following constants

K=3.22*10 (MPa s )

n = 4.5

Q=460 (kO/mole)

Using the Odquist formula (8), eq. (1) can be generalized

to multiaxial stresses

where i. . is tht? strain rate tensor, a is the equivalent
i j e

stress, and S.. the stress deviator



Due to yielding the equivalent stress is directly

reduced to the yield stress at temperature during the

stress relief heat treatment. The yield stress for

A533B at 620°C is about 280 MPa (9). This has not been

considered explicitly in the calculations because

already after a creep relaxation of 10s the equivalent

stress is below this value. It has also been demon-

strated by Mackenzie and Moakler (3) that the stress

level at longer times is unaffected whether the intial

relaxation takes place by creep or yielding.

3. RESULTS OF COMPUTER EXPERIMENTS

3.1 Initial stress state

Nine different initial stress state have been

considered. How they have been generated is shown

in Table 1. The peak height for the equivalent

stress ag at t=0 (actually t=1.5s) is almost the

same for all profiles, see Figs. 2-10. Its values

lie between 420 and 465 MPa i.e. close to the room

temperature yield stress of 450 MPa. Single

residual stress components havu frequently been

measured around weldments but rarely the full

residual stress state. However, Gott's measure-

ments for A533B (4,10)- show that the maximum

equivalent stress in weldments is of the order

of the room temperature yield stress. Similar

results have been obtained by Gunnert(H).

The shape of the equivalent stress profile depends on

how the residual stress has been introduced. It is

apparent that the profiles are wider if their origin

is a thermal strain (Figs. 2-4) compared to when



they have been introduced by a straining which is

not accompanied by a volume change (Figs. 5-10).

The stress profiles are only marginally influenced

by the boundary conditions. For example by

comparing Figs. 3 and 4 one finds that the a (0)

profile is not very different for free compared tc

clamped tube walls.

The hydrostatic stress o,,(0) (=o..(0)/3) profiles

are quite narrow in all the investigated cases,

except for the case in Fig. 2 where 0^(0) is almost

independent of radius. However, the magnitude of

the stress peak varies several orders of magnitude.

For the case in Fig. 2 thp value of aH(0) is -12000

MPa. This high value is due to the artificial

situation considered. A thermal strain which

requires volume expansion cannot be accomodated

without introducing large stresses if v is close to

0.5. Mathematically this is already evident from

eq. (A.12) since 1-2v appears in the denominater.

The case in Fig. 2 is computed for clamped

boundaries but large stresses would appear also for

free boundaries. One can check this with the help

of the equations for the stresses (A.22)-(A .24).

and using the appropriate values for the constants

C,, Cy, and C_. For a pure thermal strain MCr) and

IM(r) but not L(r) vanish in eqs . (A. 22) - ( A. 24) .

Except for the case in Fig. 2 neither the boundary

conditions nor the v-value has any major influence

on the magnitude of th« hydrostatin stross peak.

However, the chosen ways of introducing the residual

stress state have obviously resulted in four quite

distinct hydrostatic stress levels although the

equivalent stress peaks ars not very different.



3.2 Stress relaxation

The profiles for the equivalent and the hydrostatic

stress after 20h heat treatment at 620°C are

presented in Figs. 2-10. This is a typical stress

relief heat treatment for A533B. In all cases the

resulting equivalent stress does not exceed 25 MPa

and is hence quite small. Also the absolute

magnitude of hydrostatic stress is small except for

the case in Fig. 2. In Figs. 4-10 the magnitude

does not exceed 50 MPa. It seems that if the

initial magnitude is essentially smaller than that

of the equivalent stress the relaxation of the

hydrostatic component and of the equivalent stress

are of the same order of magnitude. In Figs. 2 and

3 on the other hand the absolute magnitude of the

hydrostatic stress after the heat treatment is

clearly much larger than that of the equivalent

stress.

The time dependence of the stress components at the

peak position (radius 3) is shown in Firs. 11-19.

In addition the ratios au(t)/ou(0) and a (t)/o (0)
H n e e

between the hydrostatic and equivalent stress at

time t and the considered starting time (t=1.5s)

are given. The time dependence of the equivalent

stress is almost identical for the investigated

cases. The difference between the curves for o it)

does not exceed 20 % of the value for a (t) and is
e

in most cases even much smaller. Th2 relaxation of

the equivalent stress is obviously little influenced

by the initial stress state, boundary conditions and

the value of Poisson's ratio v.
It is hence likely that the relaxation of a (t) takes

place essentially in the same way as in a uniaxial

stress relaxation test. In thr next section
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theoretical arguments will be presented supporting

these findings.

It is evident from Figs. 11-19 that the time dependence

of o (t) can be described by a straight line in the

logarithmic stress-time diagrams. This is true for

the hydrostatic stress too in most cases although the

curves for q, (t) has a tendency to bend down at

large times. This is most pronounced if the initial

hydrostatic stress is .small. For the three first cases

(Figs. 11-13) where the magnitude of aH (3) is about the

same or larger than that of a (0). the slope (absolute

vilue) is smaller than that of the oe (t) curves, and

hence thu relaxation is slower. In the other hand for

the cases in Figs 14-19 where j a_(0) | << ae (0) the

slops of o. it) curves is about the same as that for

ae(t) or even larger for long times. Hence the relaxa-

tion of o-,(t) is about the same or faster than that of oc(t)
n

The relaxation of the individual stress component c ,

cu, and o is typically intermediate to that uf o

and q.. Also the curves for oQ it) and o (t) can be

described by straight lines in Figs. 11-19 in most

cases. The value of | o (0)| is under several of the

studied conditions'considerably smaller than i o (0l| and

| o (0)| . Due to stress redistributions during the

relaxation, the relaxation rate of o_ (t) can be small

although the magnitude of o (t) is all the time smaller

or about the same as that of oAt) and c (t). That the

whole stress profiles for o (t), cAt) and a (t) show
r ö z

an intermediate behaviour to that of' o (t) and Q_i(t)

and not only the values at the peak position can be found

by comparing Figs. 20 and 21 to Fig. 4. In Figs. 20

and 21 to Fig. 4. In Figs. 20 and 21 the initial pro-

files respectively the profiles after t = 22.lh for

o(t), ou(t) and o (t) are given for the same case as

in Fig. 4.



A comparison between the cases with a local :impsrature

increase and fixed boundaries but with diffe ent

Poisson's ratio shows that elastic, strain can be re-

markably effective in taking up the initial inelastic

volume changes. An even larger reduction in resulting

hydrostatic pressure is found when the free boundaries

allow a total change of volume to the body. This effect

is substantial even in a thick-walled tube. However,

the remaining hydrostatic pressure after 20 h stress

relaxation at 620°C is even with fre3 boundaries twice

the equivalent stress. One observes that the initially

large tangential and axial stresses have relaxed

substantially but that the initially relatively

small radial stress has decreased comparatively little.

4. MODEL FOR THE STRESS RELAXATION

Stress relaxation under uniaxial conditions can be

described with the help of the following relation

- 1 d_o = Kc/1 (4)
E T dt

where E,- is the elastic modulus.

This equation is based on the fact that the sum of

the elastic and plastic strain rates (1) vanishes.

Integration of eq. (4) yields

where o (0) is the initial value of the stress.

For longer times o(0) does not affect o't) and then

eq. (5) gives a straight line in a double logarithmic

diagram of the type in Figs. 11-19.

A simplified model for stress relaxation under multi-

axial conditions is derived in Appendix B.
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The main assumption in this model is that the stress

components a . ao, anda can be divided into twor v z
parts concerning their stress relaxation properties

o = S + 4 q, (61
r r 3 Tl

and similarly for oQ and o . S is the stress deviator for
ö z r

the radial component. The relaxation of the stress deviators

are assumed to take place in the same way as for the

equivalent stress o (eq. B.21.

It is furthermore assumed that a (t) and Q,(t) are

related to each other (eq. B.4). This equation has such

a form that if o (tj gives a straight line as observed in

Figs. 11-19, this is also true for q.(t) although the slope

can be different. The resulting expression for o (t) is given

in eq. (B.6). This aquation has dlmost the same form as

that for c(t) (eq. 5). The influence of the multiaxial-

stress state is taken into account with the help of

the parameterX .X is equal to unity in the uniaxial

case and takes values between 0.95 and 1.15 for the

analysed stress states, [zf. Table 1). Since the n -list

root of X appears in the expression for' a the model

predicts that the influence of the stress state is

quite small. In fact for n = 4.5 the deviation from the

uniaxial value is not more than SI. The values for o \t'

from eq. (B.6) are included in Figs. 11-19. It can be

seen that the results from the more detailed computions

are accurately reproduced. It is obvious that the pre-

diction from the model that the relaxation of a C t)

is essentially uniaxial is correct. Since the model

is not accurate to within 5% of the computed values the

small deviations from the uniaxial behaviour are probably

not significant.
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The hydrostatic stress Q,(t) can b-e obtained once

o (tl is known using eq. (B..41. The value of th-e para-

meter £ depends on the ratio |q,(0l|/o (01 as can be seen

in Fig. 22. A low ratio means that £ is of the order of

unity, and that the relative rate of relaxation of Qi^t)

and o (t) is about the same. When 1 q.(0]!/o (0)> 0.8,e ' n ' e

the parameter £ is about 0.6 or less and th-e relaxation

of q,(t} is much slower than that of o (t). The model

results for Qjttl are included in Figs. 11-19. Evidently

thb more detailed computer results are reproduced in a

satisfactory manner although the tendency of the curves

to bend down at long times for small initial 0,(0)

values is not accounted for. However, in practice this

plays a minor role since the hydrostatic stress in these

cases is very low.

Using eq. (B.2) and eq. (6) and the corresponding rela-

tions for the other components, values for o , oQ, and o

can be calculated from the previously found expressions

for o (t) and q,ft). These model values for o , ofl and o
B i t X Ö £.

are also presented in Figs. 11-19. The time dependence

of these stress components is given in good accordance

with the more detailed computations.

In the model the role of the boundary conditions is not

explicitly considered. Instead the controlling parameters

are the magnitude of the initial equivalent stress and

the hydrostatic stress. Obviously this description is

only meaningful for the type of situation which is

analysed in the present paper namely at a major residual

stress peak and the stress components being evaluate-!

at the peak position. For this case however, quite a satis-

factory description of the stress relaxation under various

multiaxial stress states has been obtained.
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5 APPLICATION OF THE RESULTS

The main conclusion of this paper ia that the rate

of stress relaxation under multiaxial conditions is

controlled by the ratio between the initial hydro-

static stress q, (01 and equivalent stress o (01.

For | q,(0) |/a (Ql<0.6 the relaxation rate is of the

same order of magnitude as that under a uniaxial

stress state. For jq,(0)|/o (0) >0.B the multiaxial

relaxation rate is essentially lower. These findings

will now be applied to measured distributions of

residual stresses in welded joints. In particular a

set of measurements for the reactor pressure vessel

steel A533B presented by Gott will be analysed (5).

The material thickness was in this case 130 mm which

is a typical gauge for nuclear reactor pressure vessels.

The studied plates had a size of about 400x400mrh and

can be expected to be large enough to have a distri-

bution of residual stresses which is characteristic for

actual weldments in reactor vessels.

The residual stresses were measured across the welded

joints. Both the stress components parallel ( a., ) and

perpendicular ( a, ) to the weldment were determined both

as a function of the distance from the centre of the

welded joints and the distance from the upper surface

of the plates (5). The latter was achieved by successive

milling of the plates and performing measurements when

certain depths of material had been removed. The maximum

residual stresses appeared in the centre of the welded joint.

The residual stresses were determined for two plates

namely one in the as-welded condition and the second

after post weld heat treatment for 20 h at B20°C. The

stresses in the centre of the welded joint for the as-

welded plate are presented in Fig. 23 as a function of

depth below the plate surface. When material is removed
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during the milling the residual stresses are somewhat

relaxed. This has to be corrected for to obtain the

initial residual stress state. In Fig. 23 the corrected

values are shown (12). The stress component perpen-

dicular to the welded joint o. has maxima of about 300MPa

at 15 mm below the upper surface and 15 mm above the

lower surface and a minimum of -SSOMPa in the middle of

the plate. The component along the weldment takes its

maximum value of 400MPa at 15mm below the upper surface.

The component in the short transverse direction q,T has

not been evaluated explicitly. However, an evaluation

of the stress state in a more or less identical welded

joint showed that the absolute value of q,T did not

exceed 150MPa (10). At the plate surfaces c^T is of

course zero.

From this direct and indirect information one can draw

the conclusion that the maximum hydrostatic stress is

located around 15 mm below the upper surface. At this

depth o, is equal to 280 and o,, = 390 MPa. The component

CL- at this position must be positive. Otherwise the

equivalent stress would be larger than the yield stress

of 450 MPa. The equivalent and hydrostatic stresses are

given for different q,T values between 0 and 150 MPa

in Table 2. a and q, vary between 210 and 450 MPa
e n

respectively 270 and 19C MPa.

With the help of eq. (B.6) the equivalent stress after

various relaxation times can be obtained. As has been

discussed above the equivalent stress is only influenced

to a small extent by the initial stress state, an effect

which can be neglected in this case. After 20 h at

620 C the equivalent stress is about 21 MPa. Using

eqs. (B. 2), (B.4) and (B.8) the corresponding hydro-

static stress and the stress components o, (20h), q,T (20h)

can be evaluated. The resulting values are given in

Table II and as can be seen they are all of the order of

125 MPa or buiow.
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This is in good agreement with the observations for

the stress relieved welded joint where the maximum

stresses are between 50 and 125 MPa (51.

It is obvious in this case that the amount, of stress

relaxation can be estimated when the stress state in

the major stress peak is known. In spite of the fact

that hydrostatic stress had almost the same magnitude

as the equivalent stress, i.e. a highly triaxial

situation was present the relaxation was quite extensive

and a satisfactory stress relieving was obtained. Thus

even in thick walled components significant stress

relaxation takes place. The investigation has shown

that the stress relaxation observed by Gott (5) is

in good accordance with the proposed approach for

estimating the relaxation.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Computations of stress relaxation in a thick

walled tube have been performed. A residual stress

peak was introduced by different methods at a

given radius within the tube in a way that resulted

in various stress states at the peak position.

2. The computations have shown that the rate of

relaxation is mainly controlled by the stress

state at the peak position. The boundary conditions

(constrained or unconstrained boundary] at the

tube surfaces only seem to have a small effect.

Since changing Poisson's ratio v from 0.3 to

0.499 doos not influence the relaxation very

much, compability problems cannot be very important.

In spite of the fact that using v =0.499 implies

that the elastic volume Changes cannot be relaxed,

extensive stress relaxation takes place.
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3. The relaxation of the equivalent stress at the peak

position follows almost exactly a uniaxial hehaviour.

The relaxation rate of the corresponding hydro-

static stress o^ is in general comparable or slower

than that of the equivalent stress. With increasing

|oH(0] |/oe ( 0 } ratio the relaxation rate of a., is

reduced. aH (01 and c (Ql are the initial hydro-

static and equivalent stresses at the peak position.

4. The uniaxial behaviour of the equivalent stress a

could Lie rationalized in terms of a model where it

was assumed that the stress deviators at the peak

position were reduced in proportion to o .

5. The time dependence of both a and aH was found to

satisfy linear relationships in a double logarithmic

stress-time diagram. Hence it is proposed that a,,

at time t can be described by the following equation.

O

The constant £ which empirically decreasees with

increasing |OM(0)|/O (0) ratio takes values

between zero and about unity.

Using the above mentioned model for a (t)

and ou(t) and again the assumption that the stressn

deviators are proportional to 0 (t) the computed

time dependence of the stress components o , ofi,

and a could adequately be described.

The model discussed under 4) to 6) has been applied

to observations by Gott (5) on stress relaxation

during stress relief heat treatment of welded joints

in thick walled A533B plate material. The maximum

observed residual stress after hv.at treatment

corresponding to commercial practice was only 50-

125 MPa. This is consistent with the model
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which predicts that the magnitude of the

residual stresses is less than about 125

MPa when the ratio la,,(C) I/a (0) is less
H ' e

than 1.3.
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APPENDIX A

COMPUTER PROGRAMME

Calculations are performed for a long, thick-walled

tube. Axial symmetry, isotropy and no variation in the

axial direction are assumed. The computer programme is

very similar to the programme CRASH (13). The method

used is also described in (14). Due to the symmetry

assumed only three components of the stresses (°r,
 ag,

and oz i.e. radial, tangential, and axial) and three

components of the strains (er, Eg, and £2? are different

from zero.

The strains are

— total strain (ej) i = r, 9, and z

— elastic strain E^iel^ "

— thermal strain (£ith^ "

— creep or plastic strian (eic^ "

The elastic strains obey Hooke's law

eiei = (oj - v (ai+i • oi+2)) / E (Cycl.) (A.1)

Here and in the following i=1 corresponds to r, i=2 to

9, i = 3to z, i = 4 to r and i = 5 to G. v is Poisson's

ratio and E Young's modulus.

The thermal strains are

where a is the coefficient of thermal expansion and

T is the temperature.

For the creep strains von Mise's theory is used

leading to

f ai " °-5 (oi+i + Oi+z H /a e q

(Cycl.) (A.3)
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with ""•" \
3

± i I ( Q i - O i + i l 2 (A.4)
V ^}__

U i - e i * i I2 (A.5)= -±

where aec, and e e q are equivalent stress and strain.

For the geometry considered the only non-trival

elastic equlibrium equation is

d or ° r "
 a6 n (A.6)

+ 0

dr r

The compatibility equations for the total strains are

e r = ^ (A.7)
r dr

e 0 = u / r (A.8)

ez = C3 = constant (A.9)

where u is the radial displacement. The total strain

is the sum of the elastic, thermal, and plastic

strains

ei = eiel + eith + eic (A'1o;i

The basic problem is to find the stresses or the

elastic strains when the temperature and the creep

strains are known. The method used here is to express the

equlibri urn equations in terms of the radial displace-

ment. This leads to a second order differential

equation from which u is found by integration. The

integration constants are determined from the boun-

dary conditions.

Equations (A.1, 2, and 10) give

ei = (oj - v (ai+i + ai+23) / E + al + eic

(Cycl.) (A. 11)
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with the inversion

°i = 1 - ? (11 ^ - aT) + -rj— (ej - £jcl (A.12)

with

et = er + e6 + e2

Inserting (A.12) into (A.6) and using (A.7, B, and 9)

leads to

1~ 2 v ( d £
rc

dr2 r dr r2 1-v dr

€A.13,

The left hand side can be rewritten as

Integration leads to

U = -2TT^T (r a r U r c + e9 c ) dr + r a ' ^ r ' ^ dr)

«Tr dr + Cir + ̂ 2- (A.15)
r-v r a

where Ci and C2 are integration constants. This exp-

ression involves three integrals which we denote by

L(x) = 5 ctTr dr (A.16)
a
x

M(x) = S (erc • eec) rdr (A.17)

d r

where a is the inner radius of the tube
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The total strains are then

«T • (A.19)

V ^ ^ "-> N ( r l) (A-20)

The stresses are

(A.21)

(r) 2(l-v'J

1 -2v 1

2 ( l - v ) r 2

V v C 3

M(r) •

+vjT

(A.22)

1-v 1-v2 r e 1+v

1-v r

1

l-2v J.

1 C2

(A.235

e r e + - 6 c
e +

l -v2 r c i + v ( A . 2 4 )

v 2v
, N(r)

( l - 2 v ) (1 + v)
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Boundary conditions applied are eittier given as inner

(P ) and outer (p. ) pressure and axial force (f 1 or
a D Z

clamped surfaces.

In the first case thus

( o r ) r = a = - p a (A. 25)

- 2 6 1

b
2ir / o rdr =Tt(p az -p. IT) • f (A. 27)z a D z

a

where a and b are the inner and outer radius respectively,

Using the expressions for the stresses given above

one obtains a set of linear equations for C,, C~, and

C with the solution

r - b f l -3v 1 . f . , ^ 1 1 M f . ,
1 t r - a * 1-v bz 2C1-V) b^

N (b) ). -
" p a a 2

2(l-v) ' E b2 - a2 (A. 28)

E b?

4 ^ L (b) • i^L_ I mb, .
b -a 1-v b^ 2 ( l - v ) b^

(A. 29)
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3 b2-a2 " V t" £ "b2"-

E (b2-a2)

For the case of clamped surfaces one uses

( u r ) r = a =0 (A. 31)

=0 (A. 32)

dez = 0 i.e dC3 = 0 (A. 33]

This leads to

2(l-v) b -a^ l-2v b^

• - 7 M(b) • N(b)] (A. 34)
b

C2 = -a
2C1 (A. 35)

C3 = D (A. 36)

where the initial axial strain (e ) is assumed to be

zero.
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When solving a atresa relaxation problem the creep

strains are not given a priori but are coupled to

the actual stress level. For this reason the solution

is found through iteration in the following way.

1. Guess the creep strain increments during

the time step.

2. Calculate the stress distribution from

this.

3. Evaluate the creep strain increments from

the time average stress level during the time

step.

4. Check whether these strain increments are

sufficiently close to the assumed strain

increments.

5. If they are not/use the calculated strain

increments and repeat the procedure from 2.

If they are OK add these to the previous

creep strain, update the stress level and

proceed to the next time step.

The new guess of creep strains is in the programme

taken as a linear extrapolation in time from the

previous time step. The time step is chosen so that

the expected equivalent creep strain change is smaller

than the corresponding elastic strain (a /E). This is

necessary in order to keep the solution stable. For

computational reasons the radial interval between

the inner and the outer-, surface is divided into

subregions. Notice that when evaluating the integrals

(A.16, 17 and 16) linear variation of T and r- is

assumed across these subregions. Since the creep strain

rate is strongly dependent on stress (a n with n>3)
eq
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The linear variation of strain within a region is not a

very good approximation if the change of the equivalent

stress across the region is substantial. The number

of subregions in the calculations discussed in this

paper is 16, i.e. there is a raesh point for each

0.5 radial unit. The adequacy of this subdivision has

been checked by varying the number of subregions.
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APPENDIX B Simplified model for stress relaxation

under multiaxial conditions

In the present appendix it is attempted to derive

a model which can be used to estimate the relaxation

of residual stresses during heat treatment. It will be

assumed that the component is constrained in one principal

stress direction which is called the z-direction. For

actual weldments this condition is usually fulfilled

along the welded joint. The total strain is assumed

to be given as the sum of the elastic strain and creep

strain. Since the component is constrained in the z-

direction the total strain rate e vanishes. Using con-

ventional expressions for the elastic strain rate and

(2] for the creep strain rate, the condition e =o yields

where v is Poisson's ratio and S z the stress deviator in the

z-direction. The stress relaxation of the stress deviator

is assumed to be proportional to that of the equivalent

stress

S z = S2(t = o) ' o*(t = o) (B.2)

Similar equations are assumed to apply for the stress de-

viators in the other two principal stress directions.

Inserting (B.2) and utilizing (3) gives

1 f i > • (l-2vl °a (o) • 3 „ _ n (n ,,
fT

 [l*v) °e + T f STZT °H~7 K °e
 (B*3)

From Figs. 11-19 it is evident that the btrsss ratics c^{t)/c^{o)

an-d o it)/a (o) <o,an approximately be described by straight lines

in the double logarithmic diagram. This is consistent to

the following empirical equation

oo it) *
= ( e . .} (B.4)
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from (B. 4) the following relation can be deduced

( )oe(t) oe(t)

where the last equality is strictly valid only at short times,

Inserting (B.5) into (B.3) and integrating yields

,., r, , ,,-(n-1) w -wr .-|-1/(n-1) (B.6)o (t) = \[ a (o)) + A(n-iJKETtVe l e i J

where

•a 1 °r, ̂  ° J m 71

A =y {(1+v) * 3 (1-2v) O

(B.6) represents a generalization of the corresponding

equation for relaxation under uniaxial stress (A=l) to

multiaxial conditions. (B.B) in combination with eq. (3],

(B.2), and (B.4) gives the desired relations for the

time dependence of the stress components during relaxation.

The constant £ determines according to (B.4) the relationship

between o and q, during the relaxation. The magnitude of C

can be evaluated in the computer experiments and the

resulting values are given in Table 1. C varies somewhat

with time and the values in Table 1 have been evaluated

for q,(t)/q,(o) - 0.3 when a significant stress relaxa-

tion has taken place. It is evident from Table 1 that

there is a strong correlation between C and |q,(o)|/c (o)

i.e. E, is controlled by the initial stress state. E, is

plotted versus |c^(o)|/o(o) in Fig. 22. It has been

found that the following empirical relation

5=1/ {0.8+1.3(au(o)/o (o))
2} CB.B)

gives a satisfactory description of the C values.

Eq. (B.8) is illustrated in Fig. 22. E, values evaluated

using eq.(B.B) are also included in Table 1.
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Table 1. Boundary conditions, initial stress state and parameter values for the computer experiments

Case
nr

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

5

9

Boundary cor
Constrained
boundaries

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

iditions

V

0.499

0.33

0.33

0.499

0.33

0-33

0.499

0.33

0.33

I n i t i a l stress state
Way of introducing a^(0)/jo(0),a7(0)
stress peak

AT=250K

AT=250K

AT=25CK

eD - (0.3,0,-0.3)%

E =(0.3,0,-0.3)%

£ =(0.3,0,-0.3)%

e =(0,0.3,-0.3)%

eQ - (0,0.3,-0.3)%

e =(0,0.3.-0.3)%o

(MPa)

-11400,-11800,-11800

-163,-591,-614

-87,-510,-542

-24, 211, 446

-20, 167, 443

-33, 161, 433

15,-220, 250

8, -222, 243

3, -222, 242

oH(0)

(MPa)

-11700

-456

-383

211

202

187

15

10

9

Qe(0)

(MPa)

454

466

471

425

425

422

425

422

420

|OH(C),

ae l0)

26

0.98

0.81

0.50

0.48

0.44

0.035

0.024

0.021

^diagram
(Figs.11-19,

o ( t ) /a u (0) -0 .3)n n

0.014

0.47

0.65

1.04

0.92

0.95

1.06

1.39

1 .23

^model
(eq. B.8)

0.001

0.48

0.60

0.90

0.92

0.95

1.25

1.25

1.25

X
(eq.B.7)

1.13

1.01

0.98

0.99

0.99

0.99

1.02

1.02

1.02

M



Table 2. Relaxation of stresses at the maximum in Fig.23

(cr̂ CO) = 280 MPa, o,j (0) - 390 MPa)

oST(0)

0

50

100

150

ae(uj

348

300

254

20Ö

oH(Q)

223

240

257

273

aH(0)

0.64

0.80

1 .01

1.31

5

0.75

0.61

0.47

0.33

Oe(20h)

21

21

21

21

oH(20h)

27

47

80

128

a^ZOh)

31

50

82

129

oST(20h)

14

34

67

116

of| (20h)

37

57

91

140

All stresses in MPa. The residual stresses are given before and after a heat treatment of 20h

at 620°C.

o
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig 1 Thick walled tube with inner radius 1,
outer radius 9 and position of applied
initial inelastic strain 3 units.

Fig 2 Equivalent and hydrostatic stresses versus
the radius of the thick walled tube in
the initial state and after 20 hcurs at
620°C.

Case 1: constrained boundaries, v=0.499,
stress peak introduced through
AT=250K

Fig 3 Equivalent and hydrostatic stresses versus
the radius of the thick walled tube in the
initial state and after 20 hours at 620°C

Case 2: Constrained boundaries, v=0.33,
stress peak introduced through
AT=250K

Fig 4 Equivalent and hydrostatic stresses versus
the radius of the thick walled tube in the
initial state and after 20 hours at 620°C

Case 3: free boundaries, v=0.33,
stress peak introduced through
AT=250K

Fig 5 Equivalent and hydrostatic stresses versus
the radius of the thick walled tube in the
initial state and after 20 hours at 620°C

Case 4: constrained boundaries, v=0.449,
stress peak introduced through e =
(0.3,0,-0.3)% p

Tig 6 Equivalent and hydrostatic stresses versus
the radius of the thick walled tube in the
initial state and after 20 hours at 620°C.

Case 5: free boundaries, v=0.33,
stress peak introduced through e =
(0.3,0,-0.3)% p
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Fig 7 Equivalent and hydrostatic stresses versus
the radius of the thick walled tuhe in the
initial state and after 20 hours at 620oC

Case 6: constrained boundaries, v=0.33,
stress peak introduced through e =
(0.3,0,-0.31% P

Fig 8 Equivalent and hydrostatic stresses versus
the radius of the thick walled tube in the
initial state and after 20 hours at 620°C

Case 7: constrained boundaries, v=0.499,
stress peak introduced through e =
(0,0.3,-0.3]% P

Fig 9 Equivalent and hydrostatic stresses versus
the radius of the thick walled tube in the
initial state and after 20 hours at 620°C

Case 8: free boundaries, v=0.33,
stress peak introduced through e =
(0,0.3-0.3)% P

Fig 10 Equivalent and hydrostatic stresses versus
the radius of the thick walled tube in the
initial state and after 20 hours at 620°C

Case 9: constrained boundaries, v=0.33
stress peak introduced through e =
(0,0.3,-0.3]% P

Fig 11 The relaxation of the principal stresses, the
equivalent and hydrostatic stresses at the
temperature 620°C in the position where the
inelastic strain was imposed (r=3)

Case 1: constrained boundaries, v=0.499
stress peak introduced through
AT-25OK
Dashed lines= computer experiments
full lines - model
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Fig 12 The relaxation of the principal stresses,
the equivalent and hydrostatic stresses at
the temperature 620°C in the position where
the inelastic strain was imposed (r=31

Case 2: Constrained boundaries, v=0.33,
stress peak introduced through
fiT=250K

Fig 13 The relaxation of the principal stresses,
the equivalent and hydrostatic stresses at
the temperature 620°C in the position where
the inelastic strain was imposed (r=3)

Case 3: free boundaries, v=0.33
stress peak introduced through
AT=250K

Fig 14 The relaxation of the principal stresses, the
equivalent and hydrostatic stresses at the
temperature 62Q°C in the position where the
inelastic strain was imposed (r=3)

Case 4: Constrained boundaries, v=0.499
stress peak introduced through e =
(0.3,0,-.0.3)% p

Fig 15 The relaxation of the principal stresses, the
equivalent and hydrostatic stresses at the
temperature B20OC in the position where the
inelastic strain was imposed (r=3)

Case 5: free boundaries, v=0.33,
stress peak introduced through e =
(0.3,0,-0.3)% p

Fig 16 The relaxation of the principal stresses, the
equivalent and hydrostatic stresses at the
temperature 620°C in the position where the
inelastic strain was imposed (r=3)

Case 6: constrained boundaries, v=0.33,
stress peak introduced through e =
(0.3,0,-0.3)% P



Fig 17 The relaxation of the principal stresses, the
equivalent and hydrostatic stresses at the
temperature 620°C in the position where the
inelastic strain was imposed (r=3]

Case 7: Constrained boundaries, v=0.493,
stress peak introduced through e =
(0,0.3,-0.31% P

Fig 18 The relaxation of the principal stresses, the
equivalent and hydrostatic stresses at the
temperature 620°C in the position where the
inelastic strain was imposed (r=3)

Case 8: free boundaries, v=0.33,
stress peak introduced through e =
(0,0.3,-0.3)% P

Fig 19 The relaxation of the principal stresses, the
equivalent and hydrostatic stresses at the
temperature B20°C in the position where the
inelastic strain was imposed (r=3)

Case 9: constrained boundaries, v=0.33,
stress peak introduced through e =
(0,0.3,-0.3)% p

Fig 20 Stress components at start of stress
relaxation (t=1.5s). Local over temperature
250K. and free boundaries. v = 0.33

Fig 21 Stress components after 22.1 h relaxation.
Local over temperature 250K and free
boundaries. v=0.33

Fig 22 Values of the constant C as a function of
the ratio jOn(0)|/oc{03 according to computer
experiments ana to the empirical relation (BB)

Fig 23 Stresses in the centre of the welded joint
for the as-welded plate A533B as a function
of distance below plate surface divided by
the plate thickness, according to Gott(5)
and Sandström and Larsson(12]



Fig 1 Thick walled tube with inner radius 1,
outer radius 9 and position of applied
initial inelastic strain 3 units.
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Fig 11 The relaxation of the principal stresses, the
equivalent and hydrostatic stresses at the
temperature 620°C in the position where the
inelastic strain was imposed (r=3)

Case 1: constrained boundaries, v=0.499
stress peak introduced through

Dashed lines= computer experiments
full lines = model

Fig 12 The relaxation of the principal stresses,
the equivalent and hydrostatic stresses at
the temperature 620°C in the position where
the inelastic strain was imposed (r=31

Case 2: Constrained boundaries, v=0.33,
stress peak introduced through
AT=250K

Fig 13 The relaxation of the principal stresses,
the equivalent and hydrostatic stresses at
the temperature 620°C in the position where
the inelastic strain was imposed (r=3)

Case 3: free boundaries, v=0.33
stress peak introduced through
&T=250K

Fig 14 The relaxation of the principal stresses, the
equivalent and hydrostatic stresses at the
temperature 620°C in the position where the
inelastic strain was imposed (F = 3 )

Case 4: Constrained boundaries, v=0.499
stress peak introduced through e =
(0.3,0,-.0.3)% P

Fig 15 The relaxation of the principal stresses, the
equivalent and hydrostatic stresses at the
temperature 620OC in the position where the
inelastic strain was imposed (r=3)

Case 5: free boundaries, v=0.33,
stress peak introduced through e =
(0.3,0,-0.3)% p
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Fig 16 The relaxation of the principal stresses, the
equivalent and hydrostatic stresses at the
temperature B20°C in the position where the
inelastic strain was imposed (r=3)

Case 6: constrained boundaries, v=0.33,
stress peak introduced through e =
(0.3,0,-0.3)% p
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Fig 17 The relaxation of the principal stresses, the
equivalent and hydrostatic stresses at the
temperature 620°C in the position where
inelastic strain was imposed (r=3]
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Case 7: Constrained boundaries, v=0.499,
stress peak introduced through e =
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Fig 18 The relaxation of the principal stresses, the
equivalent and hydrostatiG stresses at the
temperature 620°C in the position where the
inelastic strain was imposed (r=3)

Case 8: free boundaries, v=0.33,
stress peak introduced through e =
(0,0.3,-0.3)% P
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